From Prison to Praise: A Journey of Faith

Raised in North Carolina, Michael Hall
learned to love two things above all else;
God and family. Unfortunately for him,
when his way of serving both did not work
out the way he thought it would, he lost his
family, and his faith. Michael spent years
chasing happiness through the deepest
reaches of sin until the day God needed
him for a special mission. Now Michael
found himself getting back in touch with
the Holy Father and preparing to take the
Lords ministry into one of the darkest place
imaginable: Federal Prison. From Prison
to Praise is a memoir of Michael Halls
struggle with his own faith, and how he
overcame the hold Satan had on his life,
and how he continues to this day, even
while incarcerated, to bring the promise of
salvation to those searching for something
to believe in, and to those who do not even
know they are searching.
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